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SYNOPSIS
In this article, the control of dimensional variations of precast elements and the effects of those
variations on the structural stability, for a 2141 module single storey reinforced concrete industrial
estate designed by the authors are discussed. First, general information on the project is given, the
connection details are introduced, and the design tolerances for production and erection are
described. Then, the controling methods of the dimensional variations are introduced and the
statistical analyses of the in-place measurements performed for the most critical connection point are
given. In the end, the results obtained are summarized and discussed in relation to system stability.
RESUME
Dans le présent article, on étudie la contrôle des variations dimonsionnelles des éléments préfabriqués
d'un centre industriel béton armé á une étage comprenant 2141 unités et l'influence de ces variations
sur la stabilité du système portant. Tout d'abord on donne les notions essentielles du projet fait parles
auteurs, on explique certain détails de connection et les méthodes de fabrication et on indique les
tolérances prévues dans le pro-jet soit pour la fabrication, soit pour le montage. Puis, on fait; la reconnaissance des méthodes utilisées pour la contrôle des variations dimensionnelles et on donne
l'analyse statistique des résultats obtenus d'aprés les mesures sur place du point de connection le plus
critique. Enfin, tous les resultats obtenus, sont discutés du point de vue de la stabilé du système.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most important technical problems of the precast reinforced concrete construction is
the control of dimensional variations or tolerances. The codes are guides on this subject.
However, the tolerances given for dimensional variations must also include the condition of
being economical. With regard to this purpose, it is generally observed that the codes are over
conservative (1,2). To set realistic tolerances for designwork or for codes a large number of
statistical data is required. Below, the results of the research performed on the dimensional
variations in a large precast concrete construction site are given and discussed.
GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE PROJECT
In Istanbul, Turkey a 2141 module industrial estate of 214,100 m2 closed area is being
constructed. The total service area adds up to 264,600 m2 with the mezzanine floor. The main
structural system consists of precast reinforced concrete columns, girders and purlins. The
independent structural system of the mezzanine floor is partly in-situ reinforced concrete
(Fig.1,2,3,4).
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Two types of columns (0.40m x0.40m, H1= 6.60 m; H2= 7.80m) totalling 4388, one type of main
girder (T-section, d=0.80 m, l=14.13 m) totalling 2194, two types of purlins (T-section, d= 0.4m,
l=6.90m) totalling 14,177 and two types of mezzanine floor beams (T or TT-section, d=0.35m,
l=6.30m) totalling 6978 are being precast produced in the site.
In Feb 1979 the production of the structural elements has been completed and the erection is
90% finished. The production and erection had been planned to be completed in 550 working
days. The construction pace has met this goal.
THE PRODUCTION AND ERECTION METHODS OF PRECAST ELEMENTS
The precast elements are being produced in workshops located in the site using steel formworks.
The concrete strength is B300 (kg/cm2). The reinforcement used is StIII/a. The elements are hotair cured at 45O±5OC in the steel forms for periods (4-8 hrs) set according to seasonal conditions.
The forms are removed after 24-48 hours and elements are transported to the storing-yard. The
elements are taken from the storing-yard after 1 week and carried to the erection place with
specially designed vehicles.
The precast columns are erected on the cast-in-situ footing sockets using cranes. The foundation
levels are controlled by surveying within a ± 5 mm tolerance. The vertical control during the
erection of columns is made by using specially designed plumb-lines which are not affected by
wind and also by theodolites. During the main girder erection the roof plane is checked by
hydraulic levels. In the purlin erection, the initial location is over the guidebars and the distances
between the purlins is then checked by master distance bars and adjustments are made. The
elements which are generally over 30 days old during erection are visually inspected for cracks
and irregularities before erection.
CONTROL MEASUREMENTS RELATED TO DIMENSIONAL VARIATIONS
In Turkey, a tolerance code was not available when the design was being prepared. The authors
who have prepared the designwork, have some- what increased the tolerance limits beyond the
more common values since economy played an important role for the owner, a small
industrialists building cooperative.
As can be easily seen when the system is studied, the most important effect of the dimensional
variations in the project is the purlin-main girder connection. Therefore, a statistical research
has been conducted to critically examine this connection point. Below, this study is
summarized.
The precast purlins are being produced by 90 sets of steel forms. In Fig 5, the statistical data of
the variations of dimensions of 50 randomly chosen forms are given. Also, on 350 un-erected
purlins (on the ground) length measurements have been made on both sides (2x350
measurements). The results of these measurements are given in Fig.6. In Fig.7, a total of 350
axis distance measurements performed at the main girder level and 7 times at each axis are
presented. In Fig.8, a total number of 400 girder width measurements taken 7 times for each
girder are summarized. In Fig.9 the bearing distance measurements of purlins on the main
girders are given. All the measurements have been performed on randomly chosen elements and
axes, and within ± 0.5 mm accuracy at 8o-15o C temperatures.
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RESULTS
1. The tolerances determined during the designwork has been realized at the 98% safety level
during construction.
2. The most important parameter of the dimensional variation of the pre-cast concrete purlin
element is related to formwork. The dimensional variation caused by formwork constitutes
70% of the total dimensional variation.
3. The distribution of the measurement results are close to the theorical Gauss distribution (3).
4. The maximum eccentricity (that causes torsion on the main girder) which has been computed
with a 10-4 probability due to dimensional variations has been found to be smaller than the
value foreseen at the design phase using the additivity principle of tolerances (Fig.10a).
5. The probability of amin ≤ 50 mm and fmin ≤ 50 mm is smaller than 10-4 (Fig.10b).
CONCLUSIONS
1. In collecting statistical data for dimensional variation studies, at least two readings (preferably
three readings) must be made for each measurement to increase the measuring accuracy.
2. For statistical evaluations more than 100 measurements have no practical use (4). On the other
hand, less than 50 measurements do not suffice for a healthy decision.
3. To economize on the construction costs, the tolerances must be carefully selected at the design
stage. The economy in construction is attained at the optimal tolerance values.
4. In practise, the "tolerance" for an element can be determined by taking 4 times the standard
deviation value of trustworthy dimensional variation measurements on similar elements of
a similar construction using similar production methods.
5. In the design phase, the critical condition calculations (eccentricity, stability, safety) obtained
using forecasts at the 10-4 probability level by taking 1/4 of the design tolerances as standard
deviation will give the sufficient structural safety.
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FIG.1 A PHASE IN PURLIN ERECTION

FIG.2 MODULES WITH COMPLETED PURLIN ERECTION
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